From: Callow, Denise <DCallow@Massdevelopment.com>
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2021 4:13 PM
To: Colleen Lieb <clieb@middleboroughma.gov>
Cc: O'Malley, Wendy <womalley@Massdevelopment.com>
Subject: PACE Resolution

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the Town of Middleborough mail system -PLEASE DO NOT CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Hello, Colleen,
Thank you so very much for sending along the stamped and signed copy of the letter indicating that the
Board of Selectmen had voted to support the PACE program. I am attaching a copy of the form of
Resolution that we spoke about.
If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know. I am in the office Tuesday through Thursday
this week and on Tuesdays and Wednesdays beginning January 4.
Wishing you a very happy holiday season and all the best for 2022!
Take good care,

Denise L. Callow
Investment Banking Associate
MassDevelopment
99 High Street
Boston, MA 02110
Direct Line: 617-330-2043
Email: dcallow@massdevelopment.com
Website: massdevelopment.com
Twitter: @MassDev

January 7, 2022

By Email Only
gcorbo@k-plaw.com
Gregg J. Corbo, Esq.
KP Law, P.C.
101 Arch Street, 12th Floor
Boston, MA 02110
Re:

Hometown America’s Response to the Issues Raised by Ms. Paula Fay in her Letter of
December 1, 2021

Dear Attorney Corbo:
At the request of the Town of Middleborough’s Rent Control Board, whose members also serve at the
Town’s Board of Selectmen and Board of Health (the “Board”), I am writing to provide Hometown
America’s responses to the issues identified by Paula Fay in her December 1, 2021 letter, and that were
discussed at the Board of Selectmen’s meetings of December 13 and December 20, 2021.
Hometown was given no advance notice that any issues concerning its compliance with the
Manufactured Housing Act (G.L. c. 140, §§ 32A-32S), the Attorney General’s Manufactured Housing
Regulations (940 CMR 10.00, et seq.), or the Town’s own Rules, as adopted by the Rent Board and
most recently amended on November 4, 2013, would be presented to the Board for public discussion at
the December meetings. Ms. Fay chose to raise these issues directly with the Board as “unanticipated”
matters, rather than first raising them with Hometown or even alerting Hometown that she was planning
to present them to the Board. Hometown firmly believes that whenever a resident has a concern
regarding the operation of the Oak Point community, the best way to get information or try to resolve an
issue is to first contact Eric Hurt, the Oak Point Community Manager. Only after Hometown has had a
fair opportunity to respond, and only if the resident then remains unsatisfied, should an issue be placed
on the Board’s agenda for consideration.
Reasonable advance notice and time to prepare well-considered responses to complex questions are a
matter of basic fairness, sound procedure, and common sense. If and when Ms. Fay attempts to present
grievances relating to Oak Point at future Board meetings, Hometown hopes that the Board Chair will
make a point of ascertaining at the outset whether Ms. Fay has first raised and attempted to resolve her
concerns directly with Hometown. Hometown respectfully believes that the Board should not tolerate
the unfair presentation of surprise grievances, and should require all members of the public to respect
and honor the rules and procedures that govern the public discussion of issues at Board meetings.
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Ms. Fay’s Allegation # 1 – Disseminating the Town’s Rules and Regulations to Potential
Tenants
Ms. Fay alleges that she was not provided with a copy of the Town of Middleborough Rules and
Regulations for Mobile Home Park Accommodations, Rent, and Evictions (the “Town Rules”) at least
72 hours prior to signing her Oak Point lease agreement, a number of years ago. Section 11 of the Town
Rules states that mobile home community operators shall provide prospective tenants a copy of the
Rules 72 hours prior to signing the rental agreement.
The Town Rules are a public document and are easily accessible to everyone on-line at
www.middleboroughma.gov/DocumentCenter/View/411/Rules-and-Regulations-for-Mobile-HomeParks-November-4-2013-PDF. Prior to the Board’s November 22, 2021 meeting, Hometown had never
received a complaint from any prospective, current, or past tenant that they had not timely received a
copy of the Town Rules. However, because Ms. Fay and a few other Oak Point residents stated at the
Board’s November 22, 2021 meeting that they had not received the Town Rules when they first became
tenants, Hometown responded promptly and proactively by sending all current residents a copy of the
Town Rules, with an explanatory letter, on December 2, 2021. A copy of that letter was provided to the
Board, as well. Hometown has also now taken additional steps to ensure that going forward, every
potential tenant receives a copy of the Rules at least 72 hours before signing a lease agreement.
In light of Hometown’s response to Ms. Fay’s expressed concern, no action by the Board on this issue is
necessary or warranted.
Ms. Fay’s Allegation #2 - Rent for Resales When New Homes Are Not Being Offered
Ms. Fay interprets the Board’s Rules as limiting the maximum allowable rent Hometown can charge a
new tenant who buys a home in place from a departing tenant to the rent rate paid by the departing
tenant, so long as no new homes are being sold within the community. Additionally, Ms. Fay alleges
that no new homes have been sold at Oak Point since 2017. Based on these assumptions, Ms. Fay
contends that if she were, hypothetically, to sell her home, Hometown would not be allowed to charge
the incoming tenant more than it currently charges Ms. Fay.
Ms. Fay’s contention is premised on factually inaccurate information and a misunderstanding of the
force and application of the Section 2 of the Town Rules. As an initial matter, Ms. Fay has not indicated
that she is selling, or has any plans to sell, her home. She is raising an entirely hypothetical issue based
on facts that are subject to change. Given the abundance of more pressing and concrete matters facing
the Board, members of the Board may well wish to question the wisdom of spending their time and
attention on addressing such speculative concerns.
In any event, if Ms. Fay were to put her home up for sale tomorrow, it would not be a new home.
Rather, it would be a home “previously sold by the park owner and/or occupied by a tenant or occupant
under a rental housing agreement which is no longer in effect,” and so would be subject to Section
2(A)(3) of the Town Rules. The maximum rent Hometown could charge to an incoming tenant who
bought Ms. Fay’s home would depend on whether Hometown was offering any homes in the community
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for first sales at that time. If a new home were being offered, then Hometown would be allowed to
charge the hypothetical purchaser of Ms. Fay’s home the same rent it would be charging for the home
site of the new home. See Section 2(A)(3)(a). If Hometown were not then offering any Oak Point
homes for first sales, then the maximum rent Hometown could charge the purchaser of Ms. Fay’s home
would be the highest amount of rent then being charged to any other tenant in the community. See
Section 2(A)(3)(b). In short, Ms. Fay has misconstrued the Town Rule.
It should also be noted that Ms. Fay’s assertion that there have been no new home sales at Oak Point
since 2017 is wrong as a matter of fact. Hometown’s most recent first sale of a previously-constructed
new home that had never before been sold or occupied by any tenant occurred as recently as April 12,
2021.
Finally, Ms. Fay claims, without citation or foundation, that Hometown would charge a new tenant of a
resold home “nearly $20,000 more in rent.” But as explained below, the Town Rules allow rents to be
adjusted annually based on the Consumer Price Index (“CPI), so long as such increases are provided for
in the lease agreement, as they are in all Oak Point leases. It is expected, predictable, and permissible
for rents to increase over the years due to these annual CPI adjustments, and for new tenants to come
into the community at higher rent rates than those that were in effect many years earlier, when the prior
tenants first joined the community.
For all of these reasons, no action by the Board is necessary or warranted, in response to Ms. Fay’s
second allegation.
Ms. Fay’s Allegation # 3 – The Monitoring of Lot Classifications, and
Ms. Fay’s Allegation # 4 – Community Registration
Ms. Fay’s third and fourth claims relate to the handling of community-wide lot registrations and can be
addressed together. The issue of lot classification, one of the items typically included on a registration
form, was raised to the Board in March of 2021 as part of the discussion of what effect, if any, the
Supreme Judicial Court’s then-recently issued opinion in Blake v. Hometown America Communities,
Inc., 486 Mass. 268 (2021) should have on the existing rent structure at Oak Point. In its March 31,
2021, letter, the Board requested Hometown respond to specific inquiries and provide certain
information. Among other things, the Board asked that Hometown identify “each classification used to
determine the maximum rent for each unit and the units in each classification.” See Board’s March 31,
2021 letter. Hometown responded by letters dated April 28 and May 28, 2021, which, among other
things, addressed how Hometown calculates rents throughout the community and responded to the lot
classification question. Hometown refers the Board to the letters dated April 28 and May 28, 2021, and
incorporates those responses herein.
Hometown’s previously-expressed concerns that some of the information and documents at issue are
confidential business information and relate directly to issues that are being litigated in federal court in
Bartok, et al. v. Hometown America, LLC, et al., Case No. 4:21-cv-10790, bear further consideration
here. First, how Hometown calculates market rent and the amount it ultimately charges its tenants is
considered sensitive business information and Hometown is justifiably reluctant to disclose it publicly,
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lest it be used for competitive purposes against Hometown. This concern is especially acute here
because, as far as Hometown is aware, the Board has not requested the same type of detailed
information from either of the other two manufactured housing communities subject to its jurisdiction.
Second, the rents charged by Hometown and the classification of the lots at Oak Point are matters
directly at issue in the Bartok litigation. Ms. Fay is a member of the putative plaintiff class of Oak Point
rent-payers in the Bartok litigation. The Board should not allow itself to become directly or indirectly
involved in the litigation process, nor should it put a thumb on the litigation scales by permitting its
municipal processes to be used by putative class members for extra-judicial litigation-related discovery.
Regarding the annual submission of a lot registration, Section 3 of the Town Rules states that “[t]he
Board shall require registration of all mobile home park accommodations on forms approved by it
within ninety (90) days of the approval of these regulations and annually on June 30th.” The Section
goes on to require each individual lot be registered prior to it becoming occupied and that no petition for
an increase to the maximum rent shall be accepted by the Board until the registration is filed. The six
categories of information that the Board should require before evaluating petitions to increase the
maximum rent are designed to provide the Board with basic information, such as the identity and contact
information for the owner/operator of the community, as well as general information concerning the
number of lots in the community, lot classifications (if any), the various rents charged, and copies of the
standard occupancy agreements then in effect.
Historically, the Board has requested registrations be filed when a community is undergoing an
expansion through development, and/or when the operator is petitioning the Board for a rent increase.
We understand that the prior owner/operator of the Oak Point community did not routinely file annual
registration statements, in the absence of a requested rent increase or a specific request from the Board.
During Hometown’s period of ownership and operation, whenever the Board has requested this
information of Hometown, Hometown has responded. Hometown has not sought any increases to the
maximum rent since it acquired the community in 2011, and the Board has not requested registration
information from Hometown since 2013.
Further, the Board has not publicly posted a registration form for operators to use on a routine basis to
file the requested information. It is surely understandable, then, that Hometown knew of no need to file
a community-wide registration as on an annual basis, nor any expectation by the Board that it should do
so. If the Board wants each community operator to file a registration with the Board annually, then it is
incumbent on the Board to approve the forms referenced in Section 3 and to make them publicly
available, on its website and otherwise, for use by community operators.
If and to the extent the Board wants Hometown to file a registration statement for the current year and/or
for any previous year, we trust the Board will let us know and provide the form it would like Hometown
to use. As previously stated in our May 28, 2021, letter, Hometown can publicly report the information
described in Section 3, subsections (1), (2), and (3), in whole, and can provide most of the information
requested in subsection (4). For the reasons previously discussed concerning sensitive business
information and litigation issues, Hometown has offered to provide the amount of rent charged for each
site and a sample of each of each form lease agreement in effect to the Board upon the condition that the
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Board treat the information as confidential and subject to exemption (g) of the public records law (G.L.
c. 4, § 7(26)). You have previously cautioned the Board, however, to avoid becoming involved in the
rent controversies that are the subject of the Bartok litigation. We urge the Board to consider the
wisdom of following your advice on that point, and avoid making special information requests at the
prompting of a member of the putative Bartok plaintiff class.
For all of these reasons, no action by the Board is necessary or warranted in response to Ms. Fay’s third
and fourth allegations.
Ms. Fay’s Allegation # 5 - Misrepresentation of Rent Structure within the Community
Ms. Fay alleges that Hometown and/or the Board misrepresented the rent structure at Oak Point by not
providing her with a copy of the Town’s Rules 72 hours prior to signing her lease agreement, which
would have alerted her to the fact that rents are not uniform community-wide. Of course, the Rules at
issue here are separate and distinct from Oak Points community rules, which are also provided to new
potential tenants.
Ms. Fay’s allegation is spurious. Hometown has never misrepresented the rent structure of the Oak
Point community. The lease agreements executed by all Oak Point tenants clearly establish the terms of
rent for the duration of the lease. Every form of the lease agreement establishes a base rent that is
subject to an annual adjustment according to the CPI. The annual CPI adjustment is an express and
material term of the lease agreement.
Further, the rent structure at Oak Point is clearly permitted by Section 2(B)(3) of the Town Rules, which
states, “No increase in maximum rent for a mobile home accommodation shall be effective unless: (3)
The increase is provided for by a yearly consumer price index factor under a rental housing agreement.”
To the extent Ms. Fay complains that she did not receive a copy of the Town Rules prior to executing
her lease, as discussed above, they have always been readily available as public documents and, when
she and others claimed they had not received a copy, Hometown promptly responded by sending the
Town Rules to all residents.
Ms. Fay claims to have been harmed by executing a lease agreement without knowing that rents were
not uniform throughout the Oak Point community. The lease agreement that she signed expressly stated
the amount of base rent, that it was subject to an annual CPI increase, that the lease term would extend
throughout her lifetime, and the community operator could not increase the base rent beyond the annual
CPI increase. With minimal effort, Ms. Fay could have made reasonable inquiries that would have
informed her that. This information was widely known to the Town and the residents, and is also
publicly available.
Given that every Oak Point tenant was offered a lifetime lease agreement, the Board specifically adopted
the Rules to allow the original developers to adjust its rent rates over time, without disturbing the terms
of previously-established lifetime leases. This was a sensible and appropriate decision, and one that is
especially appropriate as applied to Oak Point, which is a very large community planned to be
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developed in multiple phases over time. The Oak Point rent structure strikes a fair balance, by giving
residents the comfort of knowing their own rent rates are set, but for annual CPI adjustments, for their
lifetimes, while at the same time not locking the community developer and owner/operator into
outdated, non-market rent rates for all tenancies forever.
Indeed, many Oak Point residents have told Hometown that they well understood when they came to
Oak Point that they were paying rents at rates different than those that had been previously established
for earlier tenants. Residents have assured Hometown that they well understood the terms of their leases
when they signed them, and that they do not believe it is unfair that other tenants might be paying more
or less than they do.
No action by the Board on this issue is necessary or warranted in response to Ms. Fay’s fifth allegation.
Ms. Fay’s Allegation # 6 - Incorrect Treatment of the Permitted Municipal Fee Under
General Law Chapter 140, Section 32G
Ms. Fay next complains that the Oak Point form lease agreements include the $12 municipal fee
governed by G.L. c. 140, § 32G as part of the base rent, which is later used to calculate annual CPI
adjustments.
When Hometown acquired Oak Point, it inherited the lease agreements drafted by the prior owners, and a
system for calculating CPI adjustments was already in place. Hometown continued to use the thenexisting form lease agreement as new tenants entered the community and continued the practice of
calculating the annual CPI adjustments based on the total base rent amount, which included the municipal
licensing fee. Historically, the monthly licensing fee was not separated from the remainder of the annual
base rent before applying the CPI adjustment to rents at Oak Point. This is consistent with the terms of
the existing lease agreements, which identify the licensing fee as part of the annual base rent amount.
Despite having inherited this arrangement, however, after careful consideration, Hometown has
determined that it will voluntarily take the necessary steps to address the matter, as set forth below.
First, Hometown has recently revised its standard Oak Point form lease agreement, and the revised form
now separates the licensing fee from the base rent. As a result, the licensing fee will not be included in
the CPI calculation for rent adjustments for new tenants coming into the community, going forward.
Second, Hometown will address the issue retrospectively under the leases already in place, by making
rent rate adjustments and issuing appropriate rent credits to its residents. Specifically, Hometown will
recalculate the CPI increases back to November of 2011 (when it acquired the community) and then issue
rent credits to its tenants, equal to the portion of the past rents collected by Hometown on each lease that
is attributable to CPI increases on the licensing fee. In addition, Hometown will calculate the appropriate
reduction of the base rent for each tenancy, so as to eliminate the portion of past rent increases that is
attributable to the CPI adjustments made to the licensing fee. By these actions, Hometown will
effectively unwind the past application of the CPI increases to the municipal license fees paid by its
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residents, even though the terms of the leases specified that it could and would include the municipal fee
as part of the rent amount to which annual CPI adjustments would be made.
Hometown intends to prepare for the Board’s consideration a more detailed explanation of these
adjustments and rent credits, and expects to be able to share that information with the Board sometime
next week. In light of its stated plan for addressing this issue, Hometown respectfully requests that the
Board refrain from taking any action on this subject until Hometown has an opportunity to present the
Board with some further specifics about its rent rate adjustment and rent credit plan.
Ms. Fay’s Allegation # 7 - Circumventing Rent Differential Review for Lots Abutting Tree
Lines
Ms. Fay next alleges that Hometown violates Section 3 of the Rules by failing to charge a higher rent
rate to those tenants who reside in the more desirable sites within the community and by not identifying
those lots or the basis for not charging more rent for these lots on an annual registration filed with the
Board. The reasoning behind this allegation is both convoluted and wrong.
As previously discussed, Section 3 identifies certain information that must be filed with the Board
before the Board may consider a petition to increase maximum rents. Subsection 5 states that the
registration should include, “[t]he lot type, if necessary, to distinguish different types of lots for which
the owner charges different rents, including the description of the basis(es) for charging the rent
differential.” See Rules, Section 3(5). It is clear from the text of this subsection that a community
operator is required to provide the lot type and its distinguishing features only if the operator charges a
different rent rate for that lot than other lots in the community. Here, even though the Manufactured
Housing Act, G.L. c. 140, § 32L(2) allows Hometown to charge non-uniform rents for lots that belong to
different classes, Hometown has chosen not to do so for tree-lined lots. Hometown is not in violation of
Section 3(5) because it does not treat tree-lined lots differently from other lot types for purposes of rent.
Ms. Fay suggests that Hometown has acted wrongfully by charging more for homes that are delivered
and installed on premium tree-lined lots. She is in error; there is nothing improper about this practice.
As a rent control authority, the Board is authorized to regulate rents and the operation of manufactured
housing communities. Its authority does not extend to regulating home sales, and none of the Board’s
Rules prohibit a park owner from selling homes to be placed on more desirable lots for a premium.
Ms. Fay also seems to miss the important point that by charging a one-time payment for installing the
home on a premium lot, the homeowner – rather than Hometown – becomes the beneficiary of the
increased value of the desirably-sited home over time and can realize that increase in value when the
homeowner sells the house. This is a function of the fact that the fair market sales price of a desirablysited home for which a premium was charged upon the original sale will be greater than that of a home
for which no such premium was applicable at the time of any resale. It will be the selling homeowner,
and not Hometown, who will recoup the premium and also profit from any additional increase in value
over time. By contrast, if Hometown were to follow Ms. Fay’s suggestion and increase the monthly rent
charged for the more desirable lots, then Hometown – and only Hometown – would derive the financial
benefits of the more desirable lot, for all tenancies, forever. Hometown believes that it is both fair and
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appropriate to realize a one-time lump sum payment for premium lots and to allow the homeowners to
enjoy the financial benefit from selling their home on a premium lot.
No action by the Board on this issue is necessary or warranted.
Ms. Fay’s Allegation # 8 - Circumventing Capital Improvements Adjustments
The nature of Ms. Fay’s concern regarding non-existing rent increases for capital improvements is
unclear. Since 2011, Hometown has neither petitioned the Board for approval to raise Oak Point
tenants’ rents due to a capital improvement project nor increased rents for capital improvement projects
without the Board’s permission.
No action by the Board on this issue is necessary or warranted.
Ms. Fay’s Allegation # 9 - Circumventing Adjustments to Rent Based Upon Application of
a Yearly Consumer Price Index Factor
Section 2(B)(3) of the Town Rules allows rent to be increased pursuant to a CPI adjustment without
Board approval, so long as it is a term included in the lease agreement. Consistent with the Rules, the
individual lease agreement expressly provides for the initial base rent to be adjusted annually based on
the CPI. Ms. Fay appears to be misunderstanding this Rule and believes that Hometown is required to
petition the Board each year it wants to apply a CPI adjustment. That is simply not the case.
No action by the Board on this issue is necessary or warranted.
I will plan to attend the January 10th meeting for the purpose of answering any questions that the Board
members may have.
Sincerely,

Lisa C. Goodheart
cc:

Robert Nunes, Town Manager
Colleen Lieb, Executive Secretary to the Board
Members of the Board of Selectmen
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